
 

 

 
 

INTERNATIONAL CONTEST RULES 
“Service and Sommelier”  

on March 20, 2023



 

 

ARTICLE 1: INTERNATIONAL CONTEST OBJECT 
 
As a part of promotion of the Grand Est Region heritage, a gastronomic challenge was created and named: 
« Trophée Mille ». This contest is opened to all students from cooking or hospitality schools, all over the 
world. Each candidate must provide a school certificate of the host or cooking institution. Additional or 
continuous trainings are excluded. Each team will represent its school. 

 
 

ARTICLE 2: DATE AND PLACE 
 
The 12th edition of the international challenge will take place on 
Monday, the 20 of March 2023, at the Convention Centre, 51100 
Reims – France.  
 
 
ARTICLE 3: TEAMS COMPOSITION AND REGISTRATION 
 
Registration is free. It must be realized by the school and not by students. No free candidate will be accepted 
and must have less than 25 years old, for the challenge day (born after March 19, 1998).  
 
To compete in the "Service and Sommelier" competition, each team must be composed of two candidates: 
a man and a woman, being educated in a "Service" and/or "Sommelier" section of their establishment.  
 
Only one teacher will have to accompany the team. 
 
The last-minute replacement of a candidate, for medical reasons or family event, is accepted. Any team 
modification must be indicated no later than 24 hours before the start of the events. From 15 days before 
the competition, we will no longer be able to ensure the proper delivery of a personalized jacket to the 
candidate. 
 

 
ARTICLE 4: TESTS FORMAT 
 
The competition will be open to the public. Candidates will take the tests in an open space, where everyone 
can see them. 
 
The following products from the Grand Est region must be used: 

- The golden shallot and rack of pork for the salty dish 
- Coffee and cider for the sweet dish 

 
You will find in appendix 1 of these rules, the description of the imposed products and the names of the 4 
producers highlighted this year. 
 
Each candidate will have to perform 4 tests, divided into service-sommelier, including a common test, to be 
performed in pairs: a cutting, a cheese tasting, a food and champagne pairing, a questionnaire, a test on the 
art of the table, a carafage and a test on the imposed products. 
  



 

 

SERVER PART: 
 
CUTTING: 
Each candidate will have to make a cut, then a dressing on a dish. The cut will be on a rack of pork. In front 
of the jury, the candidate must be able to argue the technique used. He/she will also be asked to serve the 
vegetables in English style with the meat. For this test, the candidate must bring his/her knives. A pedestal 
table, hot plates, trays and a dish warmer will be provided by the organizers. A translator will be authorized 
for this test. 
Time of the test: 30 minutes maximum 
 
TASTING OF CHEESES FROM THE GREATER EAST REGION: 
1st step: Recognition test: the candidate has one minute to visualize and recognize all the cheeses presented 
to him/her. He/she must then present two cheeses selected by the jury, indicating, if he/she can: their name, 
their type of milk, whether they are classified as A.O.P., I.G.P. or not, to which family of cheeses they belong, 
their geographical origin and any other indication that he/she deems judicious and that could allow him/her 
to differentiate himself/herself from his/her competitors: mild or strong cheese, etc. 
 
2nd step: Service test: the candidate must serve the cheese on a plate: cutting up 3 pieces of cheese chosen 
by the jury. The jury will be particularly attentive to the following rules: possible change of knife according to 
the type and order of the cheeses served (the knives are provided by the jury), size of the pieces served, to 
be adapted according to the quantity usually taken at the end of the meal, harmony of the presentation, 
knowledge of the possibility of complementing with decorative and/or gustatory elements (fruits, honeys, 
jellies, jams…), quality of the cutting in order to make sure that the part of cheese remaining for the 
establishment is beautiful and marketable. 
The cheeses to be known and recognized are from the Grand-Est region only. 
Time of the test: 20 minutes 
 
ART OF THE TABLE: 
The candidate will have to put him/herself in the situation of a in a gastronomic restaurant. He/she will be 
responsible for checking the setting of a table for 4 people, finding the errors and asking his/her assistant to 
rectify the setting, arguing his/her choices. This test will highlight the candidate's knowledge of the art of the 
table and of setting up, but also his/her notions of pedagogy and communication with a commis. A translator 
will be authorized for this test. 
Duration: 20 minutes 
  
SOMMELIER PART: 
 
FOOD AND CHAMPAGNE PAIRING: 
At the beginning of the test, the candidate will draw a Veuve Clicquot wine at random. With this wine, he/she 
will have to propose a food and champagne pairing that seems coherent and explain his/her choice. A 
commented tasting of this wine may be requested by the jury. Test in English without an authorized 
translator.
Time of the test: 20 minutes 
 
QUESTIONNAIRE: 
Each candidate will have to answer a questionnaire oriented on sommellerie, techniques specific to the 
service in the dining room, general culture and some notions of English. The questionnaire will be revealed 
only on the day of the competition. During this test, no document or electronic device will be allowed (phone, 
tablet, console, ...). 
Duration: 30 minutes 
 
  



 

 

CARAFAGE: 
The candidate must know the different decanting techniques. He/she will perform a decanting technique in 
front of the jury. He/she may be asked questions on the usefulness of this gesture as well as the choice of 
the decanter according to the wine. A translator will be authorized for this test. 
Duration: 20 minutes 
 
TEST COMMON TO BOTH CANDIDATES: 
 
CARRE DES PRODUCTEURS: 
The 4 producers selected this year will receive the two candidates. The waiter will be asked questions about 
the seasonality, the origin of the products etc. The sommelier will be asked to make a pairing with the 
products or to learn more about cider making. 
Duration: 20 minutes 
 
Any translator's help will be considered in the scoring. 
 
 
ARTICLE 5: DOCUMENTS TO BE SUPPLIED 
 
To validate inscription of a team, school must send by mail the registration form with names and information 
about candidates before January 20, 2023, 4:00PM (French time). Winning teams will be announced on Friday 
January 20, 2023 at the end of the day by email. No change will be accepted until the Challenge Day and a 
check will be made just before tests. A school certificate for each candidate will be asked by organizers to 
validate contest inscription, an ID Card will be asked at the beginning of tests for each candidate too. 
 
ARTICLE 6: ORGANISATION AND TIMING 
 
Detailed schedule with perfect timing will be send to teams selected in February but please find below the 
most important information:   
  
Sunday: arrival in Reims in the afternoon. Submission of fresh products close to organizers and dinner with 
other teams.  
 
Monday:  
- 7.45 AM: welcome and breakfast in the exposition center.  
- 2.30 PM: end of tests for all teams, lunch and departure to the city tour 
- 6.30 PM: prize giving and cocktail 
- 9.00 PM: End of the reception and come back to the hotel 
 
Tuesday: A Day of visit will be proposed in Reims and around for teams if they want.  Departure of each team 
at their convenience during the day or Wednesday morning.   
 
 
ARTICLE 7: PROFESSIONAL WEARS 
 
Each candidate will have to bring its own wear for the challenge:  
 

o A complete clean service outfit (pants or skirt of your choice) 
o A pair of service shoes 

 
A vest will be offered to the candidates, which he / she must wear during the events and at the awards 
ceremony. An apron will also be offered to him/her for the messiest events (cutting, cheese, etc.).  
 
 



 

 

ARTICLE 8: PENALTIES 
 
Following points will result in penalties: 

o Any deadline not respected will be sanctioned for the return of the registration file. 
o The use of unauthorized documents during an event 
o Forgetting an element of service dress 

 
 
ARTICLE 9: SUPPORT AND DOCUMENTS AUTHORIZED ON SITE (SUBJECT TO HEALTH RESTRICTIONS) 
 
Each team must, on the day of the competition, be accompanied by a maximum of one teacher. As the 
competition is open to the public, other potential accompanying persons will be able to observe the tests 
from the area reserved for this purpose. Teachers will also be invited to settle in this area. If the establishment 
wishes to bring in supporters or other students to come and attend the events, we invite you to let us know 
as soon as possible to organize their visit and their reception. Without major worries, the service professor 
will remain a spectator of the competition and will find the candidates only at the end of the competition. 
  
For servers, documents will only be accepted in the waiting area between each test. 
 
 
ARTICLE 10: MANAGEMENT OF ACCOMMODATION AND MEALS OF DELEGATIONS 
 
Participation to this contest is free. Accommodation and meals related to the contest will be supported for 3 
people maximum: 2 candidates and one teacher, since their arrival in Reims the Sunday to their departure 
on Tuesday:  
 

- Accommodation: 3 rooms for 2 nights (Sunday and Monday) 
o 3 single rooms for 2 candidates and 1 teacher 

- Meals: 
o Sunday evening at the welcome cocktail 
o Monday morning, noon, and evening in the competition area 
o Tuesday morning at the hotel 

- Provision of a rest room at the Convention Center for the teams on Monday afternoon. 
 
Teams may come with more than 3 people, but they will have to pay the cost of accommodation and meals 
for extra people. However, the number of extra people is limited to two (a team of 5 maximum. The same, if 
team wants to stay more before or after contest, we can organize visits, hotels, etc…). A cost estimate could 
be sent if team wand to have more information for extra people or extra day. 
 
The challenge is open to the public. Escort of each team should look at their candidates since the public space. 
No one could be in contact with students during tests, and access to boxes will be prohibited. Everyone will 
get together for the visit after contest.  
 
Travel costs to Paris remain the responsibility of each institution. A shuttle will bring candidates at “Paris 
Charles de Gaulle” airport if the plane is the chosen means of transport. Or train tickets will be planed from 
city center in order to come in Reims. 
 
  



 

 

ARTICLE 11: JURY 
 
The jury will be composed of cooking and gastronomy figures. Decisions of the jury will be taken based on 
the evaluation grid and of penalties. The jury of the challenge is sovereign; its decisions will not be appealed, 
nor contested, nor changed. In case of an ex aequo, the vote of the president of the jury will settle. The 
contest will be under the supervision of an official bailiff to control notation and proceedings of tests.    
 
 
ARTICLE 12: APPOINTMENT OF THE WINNER TEAM AND SPECIAL PRIZES 
 
After this challenge, jury members will add notations. 4 teams will award 4 main prizes: 

- The International Trophée Mille “Service and sommelier” 
- The 2nd prize  
- The 3rd prize  
- The “Carré des Producteurs” prize 

 
 



 

 

 
 
The golden shallot:  
 
The shallot is a bulbous plant of the Amaryllidaceae family, grown as a condiment and 
vegetable plant. It is particularly rich in minerals, vitamins, and trace elements. Treasure of 
flavors, the shallot can be used both raw in salads or for sauces and cooked. 
 
Producer: Caillot Saveurs 
 
 
 
 
Rack of pork: 
 
Pork is one of the so-called "white meats". Rich in protein and trace elements, the greatest 
assets of this meat are its flavor and tenderness. The rack of pork corresponds to meats 
composing the rib cage of the animal. 
 
Producer: Ferme de la Herse 
 
 
 
 
Coffee:  
 
Coffee is a stimulating energy drink obtained from the roasted seeds of various varieties of 
the coffee tree. Rwanda coffee is a low acid coffee, with notes of cardamom and dried fruits. 
This coffee will stay in the mouth while leaving room for cooking to easily pair with other 
products. It will be provided to candidates in the desired form (ground or in grains). 
 
Producer: Cafés Miguel 
 
 
 
Cider:  
 
The origin of cider dates back to antiquity with what was called "apple wine". Resulting 
from the fermentation of apple juice, cider is a drink with a low alcohol content. 
 
Producer: Cidrerie de Warnécourt 
 


